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Executive Summary    

Objective: With America’s current financial system wrapped in an extraordinary tempest, 
and the world financial markets hoping to recover from the recent global recession- beneath it 
all, there are certain financial institutions whose name and reputation can be counted on in 
serving their client’s essential growth and assets. We, at the US Credit Union, partnered with 
various power-entities around the globe, aim to protect and advance our clients’ success by 
utilizing time-tested strategies and implementing the latest technology and data sourcing to help 
transform financial markets both within the U.S. and abroad, thereby helping the American 
worker as well as international partners and clientele maintain their earnings and advising newer 
methods of savings while building credit capital in the form of various loans and financing to 
assist with the acquisition of beneficial goals.   

Mission: It is our mission at US Credit Union to COLLECT, ADMINISTER, AND 
DISPERSE current up-to-date credit services to partners as well as prospective commercial and 
private clients in an innovative and technologically advanced means. With an easy-to-use 
registration process and uniquely established mechanisms for reporting accuracy, the 
CREDCHIT system that the US Credit Union exclusively utilizes, enables our clients a 
decided strategic-advantage in obtaining new credit line approval- which is otherwise unavailable 
to anyone else in the “Credit Rating” industry and “Personal Loan Markets”.   

Background 

Ownership: The INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS is headed by Chief Executive 
Officer Dr. Ahjahman Banyon Rogers Frazier partnered with an extra ordinary executive 
direction team including, however, not limited to Jason Benedix (President; U.S. Credit 
Union) and Susan Larson. With award winning partners such as Teddy Turner, Alex Alexander 
and Donald Trump, SUNI Corporation and Microsoft, the INTERNATIONAL U.S. 
OPERATIONS pushes forward to make a mark on international history to identify a new era in 
global governance. 

History:  'CREDCHIT', INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS international currency 
treasury conversion system manages international assets such as Billions of dollars in governed 
treasury funds, International Oil securities, well over $300 Million dollars in data recording 
rights, Billions of dollars in stock securities as well as matured bonds that have ultimately been 
reintroduced as positive yielding investments. 3 Trillion dollars in original Native American 
Trust (NAT) policy rights as well as rights to the assets secured, previously owned as well as 
holdings to the original founding forefathers of the Americas. 'CREDCHIT' assets management 
is the number 'ONE' assets holdings organization within international boundaries. 

During the inauguration of the new president, many organizations that have been operating 
behind the scenes now have the opportunity to step into the spotlight and engage the world of 
successful international operations. INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS has been initiated 
in order to maintain a centralized identification base for U.S. as well as International 
organizations such as the U.S. Credit Union, CREDCHIT International, Sovereign Financial, 
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U.S. Federal World Savings, Angel G Win Foundation, the U.S. Reporting Agency as well as  
other organizations, subsidiaries, divisions and/or collectives operating freely under new 
provisions such as the ‘Sovereign Act of 2009’ , the ‘Native Currency Regulations Act’ and the 
NWO Ordinances issued in June of 2009. 

Since the CREDCHIT concept was introduced to International U.S. Operations intelligence 
division in 2001 as a solution to our World financial challenge, CREDCHIT International 
Began the research and development to facilitate the process that would ultimately manifest the 
implementation of a system with the power to eradicate international finance challenges, balance 
global currency distribution, provide credit in denominations without restricted and currency to 
provide those whom can see A better system to acquire much needed resources necessary to 
produce envisioned results.  

With such highly advanced systems such as the Human Extra Sensory Perception 
Enhancement (HESPE) system mandatory for use by specialized intelligence organizations, 
priceless in value, and not necessarily volumed for public exposure, supporting an already 
established conglomerate as the U.S., INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS as well as the 
offspring that continue to grow into productive international organizations providing valuable 
benefits such as technologically advanced data, systems management, software and information 
technology services as well as products to global citizens, governed bodies as well as 
organizations, positioned to assist international principle bodies as well as citizens such as you 
with acquiring much needed assistance, 0 Down Purchase Authorizations, Extended lines of 
Credit, Currency Awards, International securities and real time functional operational solutions 
in many diversified fields. 

Location and Facilities: INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS is stable as a parent 
organization with functional operations locations, financial distribution and credit reporting 
agent locations as well as research and development currently in operation. This brings more 
truth to the fact that the need for continued growth, partner relations, investor capitol and 
expansion alliances exist in the relationships, partners, trust and identified value between 
executively governed bodies intricately designed for accurate as well as precise results.  
Currently, we have 4 new locations due for grand opening followed by the 10 city branch 
expansion of U.S. Credit Union branch locations.  

The U.S. Credit Union Apple Valley headquarters will act as a firm currency provision 
extending resources for the continued operation as well as expansion of the Redondo Beach 
based U.S. Reporting Agency. The return or should I say resurrection of the Pacific Stock 
Exchange revives Downtown Los Angeles ‘Wall Street’ with the West Coast Stock Exchange 
New Stock trading system that also recognizes private stock in what is now being introduced as a 
Western Region remedy to the New York Stock trading Frenzy on the eastern yields of the 
United States. Opening the Downtown Wall Street office location is has been incorporated into 
our operations to assist with U.S. Credit Union Currency Distribution as well as 
INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS organizational operations. To continue, the opening of 
the Downey U.S. Credit Union shall also work hand in hand with the publicly introduced 
General Deposit Insurance Corporation (GDIC)’s issuance of Blanket Universal 
Insurance Policies.  
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U.S. Credit Union expansion, following the four West Coast headquarters office operations 
locations shall, in the first quarter of 2010 expand further with 10 additional U.S. Credit Union 
as well as accompanied operations locations expanding into Texas, Arizona, Florida, Alabama, 
Tennessee, Atlanta, Oakland/San Francisco New York, Seattle/Oregon and San Diego. 
Additional locations may accompany the expansion, however, at present, operations shall 
proceed as identified herein. 

With operations as well as facilities in Switzerland, the United Kingdom and Australia, Canada, 
Egypt and the U.S., International growth encourages partner participation and awareness. 
INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS recent certification approvals by the intensely strict 
International Interpol Authority Intelligence and Enforcement Certification 
Administration (IIAIECA) provided divisions such as the U.S. Reporting Agency the 
opportunity to hire Officers and Agents necessary to officially secure executives and valuable 
assets. Safety is our number one priority while economically, increasing credible partners 
investing capitol into high yielding financial percentages made possible by the new CREDCHIT 
Conversion system brings expansion and credit currency trust relationships into the right 
perspective. With 0 Down insurance issued by the General Deposit Insurance Corporation up to 
$1,000,000.00, the strong credit certification of the INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS 
team attracts record breaking location expansion handsomely packaged in an attractive principle. 

The global financial market demands numerous services and highly professional personnel. At 
the US Credit Union, we are designed to quickly meet demands utilizing a vast network of 
client professionals, experts and executives equipped with the experience to present real time 
solutions. Operational facilities to maintain such effective teams of functional agents can be seen 
in the near as well as foreseeable future for the INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS.  

Preliminary Market Conditions: Market conditions currently have the entire world 
and American financial markets in turmoil. The limited stability in the consumer loan, home 
loan, bond markets can’t help ease the devastation caused by the recent US mortgage crisis and 
overall ownership of the many costly “toxic assets” that were to bankrupt and collapse the many 
power-brokers and titans of the banking and mutual fund industries in September 2008. The 
current Obama administrations are pushing for greater financial regulation in said markets and 
are proposing sweeping changes. This will be administered through regulatory changes and also 
through “bailout” currency distribution awards to both the commercial and private sectors.  
These awards, scheduled for distribution by the U.S. Credit Union, will ultimately identify the 
beginning of a new international currency era.  

Along with these changes of “securitization” will  come CREDCHIT solutions which will in 
effect, provide mortgage backed securities, sub-prime lending, increases in savings and credit 
extension, insurance industry relationships as well as act as a blanket authority over non-bank 
lending and currency-deposit/savings-deposit institutions and relations between strong credit 
only lenders such as SOVEREIGN Financial and the U.S. Credit Union. US Credit Union 
finds itself in the midst of obtaining and owning a generous share of direct loan/financial 
analysis, and credit rating industries, thereby maximizing its strength in changing the outmoded 
loan/rating market paradigm.  
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The US Credit Union is in the unique position to not only advance it’s reach and number of 
clients and industry support, it’s unmatched innovation in data source technology and innovative 
commercial and consumer “credit metrics” may very well become the industry standard in years 
to come. With Barack Obama comes hope for a new tomorrow. With US Credit Union comes 
new success for tomorrow’s entrepreneurs today. To continue, protections against unnecessarily 
imposed restrictions provide the INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS ‘FREE’ currency 
comfort from even the tax turtle. 

INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS … Your governed answer. 

Financial Info:  

The initially vested principle was issued in the last month of 2006, first quarter of 2007 as a 
§23cMillion stock investment revealed to be more of a rolling settlement combined inherited 
trust and corporately acquired assets from international mergers between UNIVERSAL 
RECORDS, NBC, GE and Vivendi, asset assistance from SUNI Corporation and the Angel G 
Win Foundation was converted into CD’s then transferred into international CREDCHIT 
currency units that were deposited into the INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS 
international Treasury utilizing highly secure and encrypted digital currency deposit technology. 

 Well organized and managed UNIVERSAL RECORDS/SUNI CORPORATION organizational 
operations, found as functional as the rising of the sun was more like a lottery winning by 
INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATONS executives when the initially functional private 
organization enhanced INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS digital Information 
Technology(IT) operations by connecting with International Intelligence, Enforcement, 
Aerospace and Defense partners. Additional awards combined with international operations 
would yield an undisclosed amount of currency generation. Treasury confirmations by IIAIECA 
investigations, combined with global treasury verification from the U.S. Reporting Agency 
transmit more than §3c Trillion in reserves accessible, yet untapped by the INTERNATONAL 
U.S. OPERATIONS. 

Maintaining international partners, increasing the value of the organization’s invested shares, the 
INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS identified more than §79c Billion in international 
currency to expand its growth margins in upwards of §793c Billion in 2009.  

Manor and Associates, in charge of accounting for INTERNATONAL U.S. OPERATIONS 
identifies such incredible growth as ‘Intensive’ while Washington policy making partners enjoy 
the increased business seen by many as a ‘Refreshing addition to promote a more secure and 
Quality Life’. 

Currently working with Morgan Stanley to complete a §1c Billion Initial Public Offering (IPO) 
to take the U.S. Credit Union west coast headquarters expansion public, plans to expand a 
minimum of 11 additional branches nationwide and more than 30 branches internationally are 
within the scope of INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS functional operability.   

Comparative Data of Industry Competitors 
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A practice assumed by organizational leaders is that, if you are partners with everyone then, 
there is no competition. INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS has utilized this trend of 
functional operations while simultaneously projecting the patriotic spirit of teamwork as well as 
family, for common causes working with international partners  bridging the assumed industry 
diversification gap to develop a well groomed single handed system able to eradicate 
international challenges by maturing well calculated solutions to international finance, securities, 
balanced organizational Information Technology (IT), principle enhancement, international 
governing management, global finance currency system equations and increased standardized 
security protocol certification. 

In an industry whose primary functionality is maintained at a degree designed to postulate 
governed systems, topping the list of comparable data include security solutions for world 
currency treasuries from mint operations to ‘NEW’ digitally enhanced methods of Currency 
Treasury Storage(CTS). Furthermore, the INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERTIONS 
International Credit Union Association (ICUA) will distribute CREDCHIT 
International Point of Sale (POS) transfer terminals to more than 500 to 1000 international U.S. 
Credit Union partners, including software solutions compatible with ABA as well as SWIFT 
IBAN systems.  

Introducing a new, electronically stored form of Currency Treasury Depository Services 
(CTDS) combined with divisions meticulously formed to handle highly effective income 
generating business models, INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS T2Ring as well as other 
technologically advanced electronic systems match all international partners in comparison and 
have been identified as the #1 international securities organization by IIAIECA certification 
bodies. 

Program Development  

Market Analysis: Los Angeles, CA (January, 2009) -- USRA Executives released powerful 
information this morning that insinuates an agreement amongst partners with the Federation of 
Interplanetary Security and Universal Space Travel (FISUST) and  the U.S. Treasury 
Department. 

U.S. Reporting Agency sources reveal a plan to distribute a total of 3 Billion dollar or more in 
national credit to Institutions, Organizations as well as individuals in need who meet the credit 
requirements of the U.S. Federal World Savings institutions guidelines.  With international 
partners such as SOVEREIGN Financial and the U.S. Federal World Savings, 
INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS shall provide currency, as requested and/or 
approved, issued by the U.S. Credit Union. As an assisted operations to Obama’s stimulus 
package distribution plan, affectively calling to action Billion dollar international partners, with 
the aid of fortune 500 executive intervention, INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS shall 
promote international financial freedom, ‘YES’ depository releases and extended business lines 
of credit to partners having been effectively paired with working income generating business 
models. 
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Income Generating Business Models currently within the INTERNATIONAL U.S. 
OPERATIONS business manifest are U.S. Credit Union Operations, U.S. Reporting Agency 
operations expansion, Visit the following websites to view more information on these 
organizations: uscreditunion.us, usreportingagency.org, fisust.co.cc, iuso.tk. 

Related to program development, with more than §500c Million in direct secured partner assets, 
at our fingertips in the treasury, access to such currency combined with managed solutions for 
increasing value of such astounding principles precipitates the continued need for such a thing as 
the $1 Billion Dollar Initial Public Offering(IP0) we are in the process of negotiating. Morgan 
Stanley has offered a minimum of $150 Million dollars currency in exchange for going public 
with the $1 Billion public offering. In this instance, Morgan Stanley will pick up the brokerage 
end of marketing securities for INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS, free without 
restriction, while providing much needed currency to INTERNATIONAL U.S. 
OPERATIONS executive branch to satisfy international expansion of INTERNATIONAL 
U.S. OPERATIONS executive as well as currency distribution locations.  

INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS security systems structure engineers have already 
begun developing systems designed to assist international EMBASSY suites conglomerate head, 
HILTON family with security systems, protocols and personnel to ensure safety and security 
within international cities. As part of INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS U.S. Reporting 
Agency strategy in answering the people of the U.S. plea for additional security, 
INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS has created alliances with U.S. Military Control 
Units, National Guard Response Teams as well as trained Special Operations Agents to ensure 
top level security platforms on which to continue INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS 
expansion. 

To INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS, Program development is connected to quality 
and reliability. International security systems as well as highly Technologically advanced data and 
electronic systems designed for governed bodies, delegates, officers, agents and executives 
continues as a focus amongst INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS research and 
development experts. Assisted services from long term partner UNIVERSAL RECORDS 
places recording and digital media at our fingertips during the planned launch of Holographic 
Imaging Technology(HIT) developed by T2Ring Technology, having chosen U.S. Reporting 
Agency as the chosen security agency to manage more than §1c Trillion in securities.. 

With many organizational financial partners looking to extend Millions and Billions of dollars in 
currency value to worthy endeavors, FDI Financial Partners have offered a minimum extension 
of $300,000 to $1,000,000.00 in currency value available for access within 7 working business 
days to INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS executives. None the less, 
INTERNATONAL U.S. OPERATIONS west coast executive branch executives, with U.S. 
Credit Union expansion in mind remain on the fence regarding stipulated request of such credit 
extension. The expansion of Credit Extension relationships, however, is not about acquiring 
such trust extensions as much as is maintaining and/or increasing the value of said relations 
between priceless respected relationships. 

 Join INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS as well as hundreds of credible partners to see a 
better day in financial currency management relations. ‘A new view’. 
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Furthermore, in relation to security operations, U.S. Reporting Agency will increase ground 
squad operations expanding security forces said to have been developed with direct hands on as 
well as ancillary support from U.S. Military Control Units as well. Army National Guard 
facilities housing new agents, veteran soldiers as well as community citizens ready to assist 
identified U.S. communities in providing a higher degree of social order have all been 
supportive, some of whom have been direct referrals from Federal facilities as well as 
internationally partnered enforcement bodies with local disaster prevention and recovery control 
in mind. Special Operations Teams (SOT) as well as responsive emergency support aid from 
U.S. Reporting Agency responders currently maintains operations that have been fueled by 
private partners with an invested interest in security our neighborhoods. 

The local West Los Angeles, Downtown Los Angeles, Inglewood, Culver City and surrounding 
cities  as well as Rancho Cucamonga, Ontario, Fontana, Riverside, High Dessert and Paris 
locations have shown extensive support as well as deposited numerous request for 
INTERNATONAL U.S. OPERATIONS expansion. Jason Benedix, President of the U.S. 
Credit Union and U.S. Reporting Agency deputy director Olusheyi Banjo work diligently to 
promote harmony between partners and supporters from the Los Angeles Police Department, 
Inglewood Police Department, Sheriffs Departments as well as Fire Department in addressing 
immediate needs to provide heightened community support with an emphasis on continuing the 
efforts to maintain a more secure city security blanket within the southern California area in 
response to the ELEVATED terrorist threat alert.   

Program Design: U.S Credit Union, in accordance with NWO Ordinances, have been 
scheduled to begin private sector operations January 1st, 2010. The U.S. Reporting Agency is 
scheduled to dispatch additional assistance within the Los Angeles and San Bernardino Perimeter 
in the first quarter of 2010 providing U.S. Rover Ground Squad Patrols Units, Bike Units, 
Secure Foot Patrol as well as Tactical and Air Eagle Patrol. These units have been ordered by 
Washington National Headquarters to assist local authorities, Homeland Security as well as other 
local security forces in seeing to it that local community crime percentages reach an all time low 
while simultaneously addressing the Terrorism will not be Tolerated (TNT) act. 

The 30 Billion Dollar national financial refreshment in the final stages of compliance within 
Executive Orders issued by the U.S. Federal World Savings as well as INTERNATIONAL U.S. 
OPERATIONS authorization team will finance the expansion of intense security protection, 
Information Technology Protocol Compliance as well as present a solution to the needs of 
Businesses as well as citizens following the recent financial slump the Banking industry has 
experienced. 

U.S. Operations Chief Executive Ahjahman Banyon Rogers Frazier has discussed plans to visit 
The White House in Washington to meet with President Barack Obama following Bushes 
farewell departure mid January, 2009 in an effort to continue working on a solution Bush called 
a ‘NEW FINANCIAL SYSTEM’. Having worked with the Faith Based Community Initiative 
(FBCI) during the Bush administration, INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS 
organizational executives have been seeking a viable answer compatible with such operations 
within the new administration and the solution rests in effectively nurturing genuine 
relationships with the right persons able to facilitate the process of forward motion. 
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Partnering with such powerful initiatives, backed by newly released international ordinances 
provide the US. Credit Union as well as its INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS partners, 
affiliates and constituents with currency to promote a healthy financial future for all. 
CREDCHIT International reveals it’s plan to convert international   Sources on Wall Street 
have discussed the new 'CREDCHIT' pay pass system as one of the most effective systems to be 
introduced since Citibank announced it's plans to introduce wireless banking years ago.  

The U.S. Credit Union, in it's infancy stages, has displayed a powerful ability to acquire, 
manage, possess as well as distribute enough currency to revamp our entire National as well as 
International financial system.  With Billions of dollars in accessible M2, INTERNATIONAL 
U.S. OPERATIONS needs you to make it work. 

Program Delivery 

Human Resources: Human resources shall be maintained by the INTERNATIONAL U.S. 
OPERATIONS executive offices. Each representative, agent, officer, executive, associate, 
client and/or affiliate will receive special care as it applies to the functionality of communication, 
resource provision as well as management. Utilizing administrative as well as strategic functions 
shall assist in increased organizational success as manage the portion of the organization that deals 
with hiring, medical insurance, firing, training, selected expense account extension services, 
Quality Assurance(QI) and other personnel needs. 

Physical Facility Locations:  The INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS utilizes the 
support of ancillary office assistance from the Redondo Beach, California support staff. In 
addition, the headquarters back office located in Apple Valley, Ca. has facilitated the erection of 
corporate formulation as well as test bed facility and home style acute Agent training for future 
operations. The expansion, scheduled for the end of September through January 1st call for the 
expansion of Redondo Beach office operations, Apple Valley Headquarters Executive office 
Grand Opening, downtown Los Angeles certified partner agreement assisted Pacific Stock 
Exchange(PSEXCH) office and the Norwalk city ‘People’s Choice’ U.S. Credit Union 
location. 

Regarding operations: The physical facility locations will allow the INTERNATOINAL 
U.S. OPERATIONS subsidiaries and/or divisions a place to also focus on seeing to it Major 
partners asset protection such as Insurance and securities are maintained. As a newly approved 
CREDCHIT International location, issuing strong stemmed §1,000,000c protection secured by 
the General Deposit Insurance Corporation(GDIC) UNIVERSAL securities policy, each 
partner having acquired INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS shares, stock and/or 
currency is protected. 

Current Goals of Acquisition: Current operations extend into understanding credit, 
how to utilize a charter, securities, protection and maintaining asset protection for currency that 
the INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERTIONS has protected. Also, acquiring Land Locations for 
operations is also seated within the immediate operations manifest. To continue, expansive 
hardware and UNIVERSAL industry software are included. 
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Having already required approval for a $100,000.00 extended business line of credit for 
equipment from a partnering institution, INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS 
southwestern region executive bodies are determined to secure relationships with local, 
community, state, national as well as international partners to secure the credit able trust 
powers extended by power of attorney to the INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS 
organizations executives. Generating executive relationships with partnering institutions that see 
the effective trust bond already in place between our functioning organizations yielding open end 
extended lines of credit as well as resource and/or operational inclusions is within the scope of 
our current operations. 

As it relates to program delivery, our organization is designed to provide international 
organizations such as award partners Southwest, NASA, U.S. Bank, CHASE/J.P Morgan Stanley 
and Citibank with an answer to operational security, income generation consultation, business 
model program assignment, Information Technology (IT) and financial management solutions. 

Having recently issued more than §500c Million in securities awards drawn on international 
treasury currency reserves to international partners, INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS 
partners with functional institutions such as World Financial and ING, SUNI Corporation and 
Trillion Dollar CREDCHIT International in order to continue delivering such effective 
programs to internationally accepted stockholders. While finalizing a Billion Dollar IPO, U.S. 
Credit Union, having monetized nearly §50,000,000,000 in international financial documents is 
in the final stages of clearance with the DTCC to establish Billion Dollar securities transfers to 
Wells Fargo, CHASE, Bank of America, U.S. Bank and more than 40 International financial 
institutions whom will act as liaison institutions to hundreds of awards partners, thousands and 
even millions of international clients having active currency managed by the U.S. Credit 
Union as well as interest in functional INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS. 

In conclusion, highly functional operations, security platforms, Information Technology (IT) 
combined with technologically advanced financial income generation as well as loss collections 
systems, identified as superb programs handled by the INTERNATIONAL U.S. 
OPERATIONS  executives, management, subsidiaries, recovery units and partners are specially 
designed to insure organizations acquire much needed services, currency solutions and managed 
securities. In addition, special recovery programs, releasing currency having been tied up in 
unrecoverable accounts while simultaneously providing income generation solutions to clients 
with the assistance of powerfully effective business models presenting a host of options perfect 
for client participation are all included within INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS 
program delivery. 

Marketing Strategy 

Overall Market Objective:  CREDCHIT CREDIT DISTRIBUTION 

The overall market objectives include the installation of a more secure international security 
agency designed to secure international treasury currency, manage currency assets distributed to 
hundreds and thousands of partners while simultaneously distributing credit utilizing new credit 
only methods of currency distribution. As award partners, the U.S. Department of Defense and 
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U.S .Treasury will receive financial overhaul  scheduled to receive currency able to facilitate the 
conversion of more than§3 Trillion Dollars in U.S. Treasury currency into CREDCHIT Credit 
Units. 

As an introduction to a new financial system, electronically based, motivated by benefits 
introduced by the idea of a paperless international financial system fuel the INTERNATIONAL 
U.S. OPERATIONS to see how functional a more dedicated electronically designed financial 
security free from paper restriction will be. 

Tapping into Billion Dollar partners in Billion Dollar industries providing much needed security 
protocol platforms in a similar way Bill Gates introduced Microsoft, INTERNATIONAL U.S. 
OPERATIONS has implemented, with governed assistance, a national electronic network, 
wireless in nature, that shall meet the requirements of all governed compliance organizations, 
with a focus on activating the INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS National Broadband 
wireless network.  

Having already partnered with such dynamic as well as successful partners such as 5G wireless as 
well as other leading broadband technology organizations, INTERNATIONAL U.S. 
OPERATIONS has the necessary network as well as dedicated infrastructure in place, already, 
to commit to a new and much more functional deployment as it applies to communications 
functionality. Whether this system is used for U.S. Credit Union expansion services and/or 
general citizen subscription services, our system has been developed by international 
professionals, some of whom are responsible for satellite star wars defense systems, to deliver a 
refreshing new stream of currency income never before seen by U.S. and/or international 
patrons. 

To continue identified INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS awards recipients will, upon 
issuance of the U.S .Credit Union, receive 'CREDCHIT' credit accounts to participate in the 
CREDCHIT credit units distribution program. The amount of award is contingent upon the 
original amount of the award coupled with the status of the recipient’s provisionary standing. 

HOW IT WORKS 

How does it work and/or how can we afford to distribute such functionally beneficial credit 
provisions? 

It's easy. Having created relationships with the chosen assets, securities and holdings entity for 
major international organizations, governments, treasuries as well as financial institutions, 
INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS partnered with 'CREDCHIT' International, 
SOVEREIGN Financial and the U.S. Federal World Savings shall, together, represent more than 
§30c Trillion in estimated says reports verified by the U.S. Reporting Agency. 

INTERNTIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS | CREDCHIT ‘When you need 'IT' Right!’  

Product Directed Strategies:  INTERNATIONAL U.S.OPERATIONS product 
directed strategies revolve around three things: 
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1) Managing current asset 
a. Currently more than §500c Million in assets (U.S. Credit Union) 

2) Income generation utilizing effective business models  
a. See List of Attached Income Generating Business Models 

3) CREDCHIT currency system deployment 
a. International Currency Network 
b. Currency Credit Distribution 
c. International Electronic Currency Conversion (Paperless) 

Since the CREDCHIT concept was introduced to our international intelligence division in 2001 
as a solution to our World financial challenge in the face of  one of the most tragic terrorist 
attacks in the new Millennium, CREDCHIT International Began the research and development 
to facilitate the process of implementation for a system that ultimately works for everyone 
and/or everybody while simultaneously promoting resource saving as well as international 
wireless currency compliance for 100% of the international treasuries within all world nations. 

CREDCHIT Reporting will also provide an alternative to existing credit bureaus such as 
EQUIFAX and TRANS UNION, much as Dunn and Bradstreet has done for business credit. 
CREDCHIT reporting will deliver an alternative reporting authority for those whom have 
converted to the CREDCHIT system without the same restrictions imposed by previous paper 
systems. Now, CREDCHIT shall provide credit reporting systems alternatives to assist in 
managing social credit identity for international patrons as a much needed authoritative hand of 
assistance to credit reporting agencies whom have provided authoritative credit reporting 
services to 'US' for years. 

Credit Fraud, Identity theft as well as financial challenge has placed us all in a more 
understanding position as it applies to the sensitivity associated with our credit safety, profile, 
reporting as it relates to our identities. Identity theft insurance programs will come ‘FREE’ to all 
CREDCHIT account holders in addition to increased income exchange incentives that will 
 present handsome conversion perks such as additional currency to all whom choose to convert 
their U.S. dollars into CREDCHIT Currency Units (CCU). 

Managing CREDCHIT currency assets while, simultaneously distributing currency awards, 
insured by the addition of selected participants in Income Generating ‘Business Model’ programs 
insures the product directed strategies utilized by the INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS 
maintain a high degree of effectiveness as well as functionality. (SEE the list of income generating 
‘Business Models’ attached to this document. 

NOTE: Income Generating Business Models (IGBM) are business models and/or business 
programs also identified as business operations utilized by the INTERNATONAL U.S. 
OPERATIONS to generate currency.  

Competitive-Advantage Directed Strategies:  INTERNATONAL U.S. 
OPERATIONS divisions provide advantages unavailable with traditional systems. U.S. Credit 
Union extends securities as well as protection provided by partners such as ‘CREDCHIT’ 
International whom provides perspective lenders with the correct positive history located within 
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your credit profile and does not record any negative data; therefore, your lender will only be 
able to see the positive information available within your credit profile.  

U.S. Credit Union services also include CREDCHIT International identity theft shield to 
prevent unauthorized access to the credit that belongs to you, our clients as well as corrective 
security services to see to it that your credit is reported accurately within today's data resource 
as well as Information Technology (IT) environment.  Maintaining a safe, secure and functional 
platform designed to enjoy acquired currency is priority for INTERNATIONAL U.S. 
OPERATIONS.  

Quality Assurance Strategy  

Quality Keys to Success: Keys to INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS success include, 
however, are not limited to generating quality relationships with partners, clients, communities 
and ultimately international participants. With the assistance of fully cooperative partners such as 
World Financial Group, the U.S. Credit Union has a shoulder to lean on and/or a friend to 
provide much needed assistance when it comes to the needs of those whom benefit from 
INTERNATONAL U.S. OPERATIONS services. We will work hand in hand with the 
community to ensure all are managed. +Never leave a family behind!  

  
Projected Business Impact on Industry: Projected business impact on international 
industries identifies record increases in income generation as well as historical upgrades viewed 
as improvements in the way our international financial system is communicated and/or received 
by the common person. The middle class as well as Wealthy elite will also see the difference in 
the functionality of our international financial system designed to present a more productive 
financial solution, save resources, generated increased income reserves while simultaneously 
providing international governances as well as citizens with a ‘NEW’ solution to an ‘OLD’ 
scenario. 

Comparative Projections vs. Competition:  When asked for a better solution, 
international professionals sat stumped with their mouths open.  

At a time when economic disaster must be prevented, INTERNATIONAL U.S. 
OPERATIONS effectively provides solutions the entire world, including you, can participate 
in. Financial distribution solutions, technologically advanced data transfer, securities 
management, nurturing the right relationships and effective Income Generation (IG) with the 
most functional Business Models (BM) possible enhance an already fantastic international living 
experience. 

 

INTERNATIONAL U.S. OPERATIONS | Finally, A Solution! 
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INCOME GENERATING BUSINESS MODELS 

Each of the following Business Models below are designed to generate income as divisions, 
partners, affiliates, subsidiaries, entities and/or partitioned members of the INTERNATONAL 
U.S. OPERATIONS. Programs as well as organizational Business Models are effectively 
incorporated into INTERNATONAL U.S. OPERATIONS functionality. These are all internal 
programs identified as generating and/or able to generate capitol for INTERNATIONAL U.S. 
OPERATIONS. 

1. U.S. Reporting Agency (usreportingagency.org) 
a. Security, Information Technology(IT), Credit 

2. U.S. Credit Union (uscreditunion.us  | uscreditunion.co.cc) 
a. Management, currency exchange, securities, etc 
b. Organizational Collections, Payment and Business Model Assignment Program 

3. T2Ring Technology (T2Ring.tk) 
4. U.S. Reporting Agency (usreportingagency.org) 
5. Creation Universal Real Estate and Management (curealestateandmanagement……) 
6. Sunshine’s Fab Boutique (sunshinesfabboutique.co.cc) 

a. Clothing and Apparel (Baby Phat, Dereon, Roca Wear and More) 
7. UNIVERSAL RECORDS/Universal Superier … the Undisputed (U.S.) Records 

a. Media (Print, Video, Internet, Digital, Holographic, Ect.) 
8. (U.S.) Records (richandgettingpaid.com | usrecords.3000 | Universal3000.com) 
9. Frazier’s Diamond (fraziersdiamond…..) 

a. Trading and Sales of the worlds most precious Diamonds. (Exclusively) 
10. Southwest Airlines International Expansion Proposed Program 
11. NASA Space Bus Craft Development and Manufacture Program (fisust.co.cc) 
12. Angel G Win Foundation (angelgwinfoundation.com) 
13. Fathers 4 Families (fathers4families.com) 
14. SMART BIZ START (smartbizstart.com) 
15. SOVEREIGN Creation Management (sciagency…..) 
16. Luxury Car Rental and Sales (luxurycarrental…..) 
17. TRY ME TICKET (trymeticket.com) 

a. Events Tickets Sales(Global Ticket Sales) 
18. Infant Eye/Toddler Eye Systems (Angel G Win Foundation Daycare Surveillance Systems) 
19. Power Reciprocal and Baby Body Invention Distribution 

a. Mandatory Daycare Camera surveillance systems for facilities receiving currency awards for care 
maintenance and/or expansion. 

b. Distribution deal reserved for Baby’s R Us 
20. New York City ‘Freedom Towers Project’ 
21. U.S. Credit Union ATM and value access card Placement Program 
22. Future SOVEREIGN/Indian Reservations 
23. Hilton/Embassy Suites Hotel Management 
24. Universal Artist Agreements Signing Conference 
25. Fontana Distribution Facility 
26. TTT’s Professional Sports Medicine Clinic 
27. Credit Collections / Business Model Income Generation (BMIG) Program 

Income Generating Business Models (IGBM) may be accompanied by websites. Please visit the 
perspective website for more information on each (IGBM) where applicable. 


